The internal equilibrium of the hairpin ribozyme: temperature, ion and pH effects.
The hairpin ribozyme reversibly cleaves phosphodiesters of RNA substrates to generate products with 5' hydroxyl and 2',3'-cyclic phosphate termini. We previously found that the rate constant for ligation is tenfold faster than the rate constant for cleavage under standard conditions. The hammerhead ribozyme catalyzes the same reactions but is reported to favor cleavage relative to ligation by more than 100-fold under the same conditions. To explore the basis for this difference, we examined the influence of temperature, ions and pH on the hairpin ribozyme internal equilibrium. Under the same conditions, the loss of entropy associated with ligation is less for the hairpin than for the hammerhead ribozyme, consistent with the notion that a more rigid hairpin structure undergoes a smaller decrease in dynamics upon ligation than the more flexible hammerhead structure. Increased salt and reduced temperature shift the equilibrium toward ligation while pH has little effect, suggesting that conditions that stabilize RNA structure tend to promote ligation. The hairpin ribozyme appears to take up at least one tri- or divalent cation or two monovalent cations upon ligation. The efficiency with which different cations promote ligation depends strongly on valence and, less strongly, on ionic radius or electronegativity. This pattern of cation selectivity suggests that cations promote ligation through delocalized electrostatic shielding, perhaps interacting with a region of especially high charge density in the ligated ribozyme. Changes in ionic conditions produce large but compensating changes in enthalpy and entropy for cleavage and ligation. Thus, in addition to any increase in ribozyme dynamics associated with cleavage, re-organization of associated cations contributes significantly to hairpin ribozyme thermodynamics.